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Katherine Anne "Kate" Austen is a fictional character on the ABC television series Lost, played by Canadian
actress Evangeline Lilly. Before the pilot was shot during the writing phase, Kate was to emerge as the leader
for the survivors, motivating them to build shelter and begin considering life as permanent residents of the
island, however ...
Kate Austen - Wikipedia
Miss Austen Regrets is a 2007 BBC drama film directed by Jeremy Lovering and written by Gwyneth Hughes.
It stars Olivia Williams as Jane Austen, with Imogen Poots, Greta Scacchi, Hugh Bonneville, Adrian
Edmondson and Jack Huston.
Miss Austen Regrets - Wikipedia
Create an ABC Account to get the most of your ABC experience. Save your favorite shows to My List;
Continue watching where you left off; Watch hundreds of hours of free episodes
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